Quantum operations are usually defined as completely positive (CP), trace preserving (TP) maps on quantum states, and can be represented by operator-sum or Kraus representations. In this paper, we calculate operator-sum representation and master equation of an exactly solvable dynamic of one-qubit open system in layered environment . On the other hand, we obtain exact Nakajima-Zwanzig (NZ) and time-convolutionless (TCL) master equation from the maps. Finally, we study a simple example to consider the relation between CP maps and initial quantum correlation and show that vanishing initial quantum correlation is not necessary for CP maps.
Introduction
In quantum information theory, it is widely accepted that any physical process can be described by a quantum operation or quantum channel which is CP (this means that not only map Φ :
⋆ -algebra is positive, but also the combined operation Φ ⊗ I N : B 1 ⊗ N → B 2 ⊗ N for all dimensions N is positivity preserving ) and TP maps (this means that TrΦ(ρ) = Trρ for all trace class operator ρ) between spaces of operators [1] - [5] . These maps play an important role in the description of nonunitary time evolutions of open quantum systems that interact with an environment. On the other hand, the environment is classified as Markovian with no memory effect and non-Markovian with memory effect [6] - [19] .
It is well-known that for closed quantum system, its time evolution can be described by a unitary operator. However, for an open system, the time evolution is not necessarily unitary.
The evolution of an open system is usually described by the Kraus representation [20] . The
Kraus representation of an open system is usually constructed by considering a large closed system. Let's assume an interaction between the open system denoted as (s) and the envi-ronment (b). This environment is a quantum system with the Hilbert space of an arbitrary dimension. The whole (s)+(b) system evolves unitarily. In most of the studies on dynamics of open systems, it is assumed that the open system and its environment are at the initial moment of their joint evolution factorized [21, 22] , that is they are described by the density operator of the form
where ρ s is the initial state of system and ρ b is the initial state of the environment. As the combined system is a closed one, its evolution is unitary,
where U sb is the unitary operator.The interested system, as an open one, than evolves in the following way
The above equation is obtained by doing partial-trace on bath. Kraus [20, 23] and Choi [24] showed that if the above equation can be equivalently expressed in the form
where the map Φ is described by Φ : ρ s (0) → ρ s (t) and M µν (t) satisfy the following equation 4) it is said that evolution of ρ s (t) has the form of the Kraus representation and the above equation is condition of CP map [25] .
In this paper, we consider a model of a spin star configuration which consists of N+1 localized spin- 1 2 particles. One of the spins is located at the center of the star, while the other spins on concentric circles with different radii surrounding the central spin layer by layer [26] . The difference in radius is because the coupling coefficients between layers spins and the central spin is taken differently. At first, we obtain Kraus representations and then arrive master equation with the use of Kraus representations and show that they satisfy Eq.(4).
Maps are one of the main bases to obtain Kraus representations. In addition, they are effective in obtaining exact NZ and TCL master equation [27] . NZ and TCL are used when the exact solution of the master equation is a difficult task, therefore we can approximate the master equation to solve [28, 8] . These techniques were introduced by Nakajima (1958) and Zwanzig (1960) and independently by the Brussels school (Prigogine, 1962) [8] . They are widely used in non-equilibrium statistical mechanics and have played an important role in various fields of physics (e.g. in the theory of transport phenomena and relaxation processes, in quantum theory damping, in super-radiance and laser theory) [29] . Details of the application of this method in the various fields and numerous references are given in books and reviews articles of Haken [30, 31] , Agarwal [32] and Haake [33] . The first step in relating a general, non-Markovian master equationρ(t) = Λ[ρ(t)] to a corresponding CP map ρ(t) = Φ t [ρ(0)] relies on expressing this relationship in matrix form. We need to write the matrix form to the basis of {W a }, that the basis denotes every convenient orthonormal basis set for the Hermitian operators on the Hilbert space, i.e.
Now, according to the introduced basis, for any maps Φ (though we will be concerned mainly with CP maps below) we can express both ρ and Φ(ρ) in matrix form as follows [34] ,
where the evolution matrix F is the following 6) and also vector r is defined as
Indicating time-dependence of Φ and F via Φ t and F (t), and defining
Time evolution of ρ can be expressed aṡ
Now, suppose that ρ(t) satisfies a master equation of the forṁ
Note that the linear map Λ may be time-dependent. Now, this master equation can be rewritten asρ
of the last two paragraphs givesḞ
Hence, since by linearity this equation must hold for all vectors r(0) (whether or not they correspond to a density operator).
Choi has shown that complete positivity of Φ is equivalent to the positivity of the particular matrix S [35, 36] , and that the Kraus decompositions of Φ are related to the outer product decomposition of S. The master equation gives us matrix L, which in turn gives us a matrix F , characterising the linear evolution map Φ t . In order to proceed from F to a Kraus decomposition, all we need to do is finding S from F , and then diagonalise it. In fact, our construction of S from L allows us to determine whether or not, for a given proposed master equation, the corresponding map is completely positive. Choi further demonstrated that Φ is completely positive if and only if S is positive, i.e., S ≥ 0 [35, 36] . The Hermitian property implies that one can always decompose S as a sum of outer products, i.e.,
for some set vectors{V (i)} that we take {V (i)} as follows
where Π coefficients are eigenvectors of matrix S and also the Kraus operators are given by
Noting that the β a form an orthonormal (non-Hermitian) basis for the operators on the Hilbert space [34] .
Map, Master Equation and Kraus representation for spin star model for one-qubit system with layered environment in a channel
We obtain all the issues described in the previous section for the model which at first was 
where Ξ ± is denoted as
14) So, evolution density matrix of system is as follows
where we have introduced the functions[26]
and 19) where h 1 (α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α n ) and h 2 (α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α n ) are
To obtain the master equation, the matrix F firs must be determined, and checked as whether it is invertible. The basis {W a } is chosen as
σ a , where σ a are the Pauli operators.
One finds
The matrix F follows via Eqs. (5) and (6) as
The solution for L follows via Eq.(9)as
Ref. [34] ,
28)
The master equation immediately follows via equation as
Finally, we obtain Kraus representations via using of Eqs. (11) and (12) . At first, we calculate matrix S as follows
Now, we obtain Kraus representations
32)
33)
that they satisfy Eq.(4).
ter equation
Background
With the aid of the knowledge of the exact time evolution, and using the representation of maps in terms of matrices, we now explicitly obtain two kinds of exact equations of motion for the reduced system's dynamics. We first consider a master equation in differential form with a generator local in time, that is, the TCL master equation. Assuming the existence of such a generator K T CL (t), it should obey the equation [27] ρ(t) = K T CL (t)ρ(t), (3.35) which, due to ρ(t) = Φ(t)ρ(0), is satisfied upon identifying
or, in terms of matrices, (3.37) this expression holds when F is invertible. Now, we can obtain the NZ master equation according to the TCL master equation when memory kernel exists. In this case the memory kernel K N Z (t) should obey the convolution 38) so that in view of Eq. (7), one has the relation (3.39) where the hat denotes the Laplace transform, and therefore in matrix representation, 
where γ 1 and γ 2 are
And one can also determine the expression of the NZ memory kernel, whose Laplace transform is given by
where η 1 and η 2 are
So the master equation in operator form reads [27] ,
It immediately appears that, given the time evolution map from the relation Eqs. (41) and (42), one can directly obtain the generator of the master equation in TCL form or the memory kernel for the NZ form, respectively, without resorting to the evolution of the whole perturbative series.Obviously, given the exact time evolution, one dose not need the equations of motion.
Initial quantum correlation and CP maps 4.1 Background
Recently, a relation between CP maps and quantum discord has been put forth [37, 38] . quantum discord, first introduced by Ollivier and Zurek [39] , that captures the difference of two natural quantum extensions of the classical mutual information, can be used as a measure of the quantum correlations. Although quantum discord is equal to the entanglement for pure states, it includes the quantum correlation which are contained in mixed states that are not entangled. In [37] , it is shown that if the initial system-bath state has vanishing quantum discord, then the dynamics of system can be described by a CP map. In [38] Shabani and Lidar made a strong claim: The reduced dynamics of a system is completely-positive, for any coupling with the bath, only if the initial system-bath state has vanishing quantum discord as measured by the system.
Here we show that underlying assumption in Ref. [38] limit the generality of the constructed reduced dynamics. To do this we consider two different paradigms to ask the question: given any unitary evolution for the system-bath, can we define a CP map taking a family of initial states {ρ S (0)} to final states {ρ S (t)}?
Vanishing quantum discord is not necessary for CP maps
Now, we prove our claim that vanishing quantum discord is not necessary for CP with notice to below example. In this example, first we obtain Kraus representation with map and Eq. (3) and then we prove that map is CP with notice to Eq.(4). On the other hand, we compute quantum discord and it shows that we can choose conditions for nonzero quantum discord.
We choose the same model as that Ref. [15] has used. That is to consider a combined system composed of two spin-1/2 subsystems with the interaction Hamiltonian
where σ x and σ z are Pauli spin operators. In this model, the first qubit plays the role of the open system while the second qubit plays the role of the environment. The interaction described by the Hamiltonian corresponds to the well-known controlled-NOT gate [22, 13] .
The unitary evolution operator is given by U sb (t) = e −iH sb t , explicitly
So, first we obtain ρ sb (0) as follows
and also we can obtain ρ s (0) with trace of ρ sb (0) as follows
where σ i s are Pauli matrices. From Eqs. (2), (10) and (11), we get the density matrix of the system ρ s (t) = 1 4
Now, we can obtain matrix of F and then matrix of S by having maps. On the other hand, we can arrive Kraus representations with have matrix of S as follows
51) where Γ(t) = 1 − c 3 sin (t) and Kraus operators {M i } satisfy Eq.(4) which expresses that our choose map is CP.
However, given the quantum discord calculated in Ref. [40] and Eq.(4), we can conclude that according to Kraus representations obtained, Eq.(4) will always be satisfied regardless of the values of c 3 and the values of quantum discord and it is clearly violation of claim of Ref. [38] . So, we understand that vanishing quantum discordC is not necessary for CP map.
conclusion
In this paper, we have started from obtained maps of spin star model for one-qubit system with layered environment and then by use of these maps, computed the matrix F . With the matrix (4) and the calculated quantum discord), we have proven that vanishing quantum discord is not necessary for CP.
